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TRANS-OCEAN IMPORTS CO./LIORA MANNE ONLINE AUTHORIZED DEALER POLICY  

Only customers who are authorized (“Authorized Dealers”) by TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ 
LIORA MANNE may sell, advertise, market or promote TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA 
MANNE or TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE branded products.   

TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE recognizes the importance of the internet in its 
ability to generate sales and serve as a promotional tool for consumers.  In order to maintain a 
strong brand identity and provide the highest level of quality and customer service, we have 
developed a set of requirements that govern how our brand and products will be merchandised 
on the internet. This policy sets forth those requirements. 

All TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE’s Authorized Dealers who wish to sell TRANS-
OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE products online are required to follow these guidelines in 
addition to all other existing TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE policies including but not 
limited to pricing policies, intellectual property rights and dealer commitments. TRANS-OCEAN 
IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE may suspend or terminate a dealer’s authorization at its sole 
discretion.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE reserves 
the right to modify this policy at any time and also to offer other TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ 
LIORA MANNE products for online sale, directly or indirectly, through other programs.  

All TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE Authorized Dealers selling online must meet the 
following minimum requirements to maintain consistent quality standards in the marketing, 
sale and servicing of TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE products: 
 
1) Product Distribution 

A. TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE may limit the products that an Authorized 
Dealer is authorized to sell, advertise, market or promote and may specify the mode of 
sale (e.g., through a brick-and-mortar location, over the Internet via a dedicated website 
or via any internet marketplace) through which the Authorized Dealer may sell such 
TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE’S products. TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ 
LIORA MANNE may conduct audits and unannounced, anonymous surveys or spot 
checks to assess an Authorized Dealer’s compliance with this policy.  

B. An Authorized Dealer may not conduct the business of selling TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT 
CO./ LIORA MANNE’ products under an alternate name that has not been approved by 
TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE.  

C. Please complete attached form with alternate name variations or online marketplace 
storefronts if applicable and send to TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE’ 
Director of E-Commerce for approval at Ecommerce@Transocean.com. 

D. If an Authorized Dealer is currently selling under alternate names on a .com site, reseller 
site or online marketplace, it must submit these Alternate names to TRANS-OCEAN 
IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE. 

https://image.transocean.com/transocean/imap_dealer/Alternate%20Name%20Form.xlsx
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E. Authorized Dealers may not promote “White- labeled” or “Private-labeled” active Brand 
TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE product without prior approval from Brand 
TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE management. If an item is approved as a 
white-label or private-label product, all references to brand, item number or Stock 
Keeping Unit (SKU), collection name, Universal Product Code (UPC) must be removed so 
that the product may not be located via an online search query based on UPC, brand, 
item number/SKU or collection name.  

F. An Authorized Dealer agrees to not sell TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE 
products via reseller website and/or online marketplaces without explicit permission 
from TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE. Examples of reseller websites and 
online marketplaces include, but are not exclusive to Overstock, Amazon, Walmart.com, 
Craigslist, eBay, Houzz, Facebook Marketplace, Bonanza.com and buy.com.   

G. Sales to third parties who seek to resell through non-authorized sales channels are 
expressly forbidden 

H. Authorized Dealers may not appoint any sub-dealers or distributors without the prior, 
written consent of TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE in each instance. 
Approvals will be granted in writing at the sole discretion of TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ 
LIORA MANNE.  

2) Brand & Visual Standards for Promotional and Online Use  
TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE’ Authorized Dealers who sell online are 
expected to maintain their websites in a manner that is consistent with that of a 
premium retailer and meet the following minimum requirements: 

A. Use of only TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE provided or approved imagery 
for the promotion of the TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE brand or TRANS-
OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE products; 

B. All provided imagery must be used exclusively for the purpose of promoting the 
TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE brand or TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ 
LIORA MANNE products; 

C. An authorized TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE representative must 
approve any promotional materials that use TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA 
MANNE imagery that has been altered in any manner; 

D. All affiliate marketing programs in connection with TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA 
MANNE products are subject to our brand standards and violations by third party 
affiliates may result in suspension or termination of your Authorized Dealer account.  

3) Customer Service 
TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE expects all Authorized Dealers selling 

offline and online to provide the highest level of service to their customers.  Authorized 
Dealers selling online must meet the minimum requirements set forth in this Policy with 
regard their customer service experience: 

A. Provide easy navigation to all customer service contact information, including 
telephone numbers, physical addresses, e-mail addresses, hours of operation and 
shipping and return policies; 
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B. Refrain from any deceptive practices, including but not limited to bait and switch 
tactics, misrepresentation of product quantities available for immediate sale, or 
misrepresentation of product features, consumer benefits or operational 
characteristics. 

4) Website Standards 
All TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE Authorized Dealers wishing to sell online 
must meet the following minimum requirements with regard to Website Standards and 
quality control: 

A. Website must be clearly designated as an Authorized Dealer of TRANS-OCEAN 
IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE products and must be designed in a manner as to 
not be interpreted as a TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE owned or 
operated site; 

B. Website may use Authorized Dealers’ own unique product identifiers; however, the 
product must be clearly identified as a TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA 
MANNE product within the product information page, including product name 
and SKU; 

C. Maintenance of a clear, high-quality visual presentation with adequate search and 
navigation capabilities; 

D. Contain all necessary content including appropriate images, accurate product 
descriptions and technical specifications; 

E. Provide timely updates to products as provided by TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ 
LIORA MANNE; 

F. Prominently display the reseller’s customer service contact information (including 
phone, email, and physical address); hours of operation; detailed return policy and 
process; and shipping policy (including expected shipping times, cost, and tracking 
information); 

G. Clearly communicate a privacy policy that conforms to all federal, state and local 
laws; 

H. Authorized Dealers must ensure customers are aware of all sales terms and 
conditions, including but not limited to any TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ 
LIORA MANNE warranty, refund and return policies, and care instructions 
included on the label of authentic products.  

I. Provide the customer with a secure transaction form using accepted secure 
encryption technology and maintaining a high standard of transaction security as 
technology advances; 

J. Acceptable webpage loading speeds by current web technology standards. 

5) Data Expectations 
TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE may request detailed web sales and 
performance data specific to TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE and the 
Authorized Dealer will be expected to provide the data in a timely manner, if requested. 
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6) Warranty  
Trans-Ocean Import Co./Liora Manne warrants our products against manufacturing 
defects and excessive fading (outdoor items only) for a one (1) year period from date 
of original purchase. If a product is found to be defective, Trans-Ocean will repair or 
replace, at our option, the Item without charge. Warranty claims must be made timely 
and within the one-year period and are based on normal wear and tear.  
This limited warranty applies only to new products purchased from an Authorized 
Trans- Ocean reseller. Proof of purchase from an Authorized Dealer is required, so 
customers must provide a receipt. In order for end customers to obtain warranty 
service, they must contact the Authorized Dealer they purchased from. 

7)  Audits TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE may from time to time audit an authorized 
dealer’s compliance with the terms and conditions of this Policy or its MAP policy. An 
authorized dealer shall reasonably cooperate with TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE 
and any TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE Affiliates or agents conducting the audits.  

8)  Monitoring TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE may engage in monitoring of 
advertised prices of IMAP Products either directly or through a third party. Authorized Dealers 
are expected to provide reasonable cooperation in any TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA 
MANNE investigations regarding possible IMAP or authorized dealer policy violations. 
Hindering, obstructing, delaying, or otherwise failing to cooperate with TRANS-OCEAN 
IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE’s IMAP or authorized dealer investigations is a violation of this 
policy.  

When TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE receives credible information that an 
authorized dealer has violated the IMAP policy or this authorized dealer policy, TRANS-OCEAN 
IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE will conduct an independent investigation to unilaterally determine 
if action is appropriate.  

To qualify and remain an Authorized Dealer, your business must adhere to these policies at all 
times. TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE may suspend or terminate an Authorized 
Dealer’s authorization or its entitlement to any level of benefits at any time at TRANS-OCEAN 
IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE’s sole discretion. Authorized Dealers and Cooperative Buying 
Groups are responsible for providing the terms and conditions of this Agreement to accounts 
that purchase TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE products from them and may be held 
accountable for policy violations of any of their accounts that fail to meet the requirements of 
this Agreement or any other TRANS-OCEAN IMPORT CO./ LIORA MANNE policy. 
 
EFFECTIVE: 09/01/2022  
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